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Alexander, Igor, welcome! How are you and your
colleagues in Russia doing at the moment? Are your
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Bolomatov@yust.ru

Igor Kostennikov
Kostennikov@yust.ru

teams back in the office or still in lockdown and/or
working from home?

Of fices: Moscow, Saint Petersburg

Igor:

What have been your standout memories from your

Many thanks for an opportunity to provide this update for

career so far? And your time with Multilaw?

our colleagues in the growing family of Multilaw member
firms. We are doing fine. In Spring and Summer there was
a lockdown in Russia, and the majority of our personnel
worked from home. However, during the second wave of
COVID-19 pandemic that we are currently experiencing
our Government decided to apply an alternative strategy
and ordered all businesses (except for essential) to
organise remote working from home for at least of 30%
of their personnel, and we are in full compliance with

Igor:
The very first complex transborder transactions that
closed with my lead will always have a special place in
my memory. As to Multilaw experiences, our organisation
really shines in projects when one Multilaw member
launches a multijurisdictional project for the benefit
of its client and engages several Multilaw members in
other jurisdictions simultaneously. I have personally
participated in multiple projects of this type, always with

this order.

great pleasure and feeling the atmosphere of mutual
What have you been working on recently? Have you
seen the local legal sector impacted by Covid, and in
your international work?

support.
What do you do to relax in your spare time? Is there
anywhere you are particularly looking forward to
travelling again?

Alexander:
There was a visible slowdown in our work in April and

Alexander:

the first half of May due to adaptation of our domestic

Nothing is better for me than an old good movie when I’m

and foreign clients to the “new normal” and long public

not working or spending time with my wife and children.

holidays that we typically have at the beginning of May.

After the borders are reopened I am particularly looking

However, starting from the second half of May we have

forward to travelling to a sea resort in Spain together

been experiencing an overwhelming workload under the

with my entire family, since my children love the sea so

existing and new projects for the benefit of domestic

much.

and foreign clients. We treat this as a deferred demand
for our services. We believe that our law firm is a good

Igor:

example of smart adaptation to new market conditions.

These days my spare time is typically shared between

However, we know that certain other law firms on the

family, sports, consumption of various types of content

market had to cut salaries and/or staff.

on YouTube, streaming services, as well as my hobby
of digging into old computers and other computer like

How have your practices had to adapt during this

electronics (the period of self-isolation in Spring helped

time, and have you seen the needs of clients change?

to improve my soldering skills). Before the pandemic I

What are the opportunities (and challenges) at the

also used to be a passionate traveller. The current health

moment?

crisis prevented my vacation in Japan initially scheduled
for April, and I’m looking forward to travelling there after
the current travel restrictions are lifted.

Igor:
In the middle of the year we experienced a moderate
boost in new litigation and insolvency projects and a
slowdown in other segments of work, but this didn’t
appear to be a long-standing trend. In general clients
became more cautious regarding fees and costs and ask
for capped or fixed fee proposals more often, but this
is not something that we can’t manage efficiently, since
this started long before the current heath crisis. One has
to be flexible to succeed these days.

Alexander Bolomatov
Partner, Attorney-at-law
Bolomatov@yust.ru
Areas of Expertise
Corporate law and M&A, litigation, insolvency
legislation, contract law, arbitration.

How do you think the wider legal industry will change

Has a wide experience of representing clients in

as a result of the pandemic?

Russian commercial (arbitrazh) and general jurisdiction
courts of all levels (including the Supreme Court of the

Alexander:

Russian Federation).

Some law firms may realise that they can work quite
efficiently without having the entire staff in their offices.
This may lead to establishing a flexible approach

Key person in supporting a number of major real estate
transactions.

to a working from home option for many partners

Coordinated a number of major projects relating to

and associates even after the pandemic. This could

internal corporate protection of Russian companies

potentially lead to a reduction of expensive office space

and creation / structural optimization of major holdings.

occupied by law firms and simultaneously boosts IT
investments to make sure that remote work will be as

Represented Russian and foreign companies in
international

efficient and comfortable as possible.

commercial

arbitration

proceedings

(International Commercial Arbitration Court at the

How has being a member of Multilaw helped with the
firm’s international strategy?

Russian Federation Chamber of Commerce and
Industry, ICC arbitration, Arbitration Institute of the
Stockholm Chamber of Commerce).

Igor:
Our Multilaw membership helped us a lot in developing
the international dimension of our business. Some of the

Igor Kostennikov

foreign clients that came to us though a Multilaw referral

Associated Partner, Deputy Head of Corporate

are still with us, and more new clients appear each year.

and Commercial, Attorney-at-law

We received several new referrals from other Multilaw
members even during the most challenging period of the
rising pandemic in April and early May. Our domestic
clients with trans-border initiatives and interests are very

Kostennikov@yust.ru
Areas of Expertise
Areas of expertise: corporate law and M&A, contract

happy to use our law firm as a hub that helps them to

law, investment legislation, international arbitration,

find a reliable law firm in a lot of foreign jurisdictions, and

personal data legislation.

this is also due to our Multilaw membership.
Advised clients on several multi-billion investment
What are your goals for the year ahead?

projects.

Alexander:

Acts as an advisor to the firm’s clients in respect of

We are aiming at enhancing our expertise in the IT sector,

various matters of Russian law, international law, EU

TMT and e-commerce and attract more clients operating

law.

in these areas. Companies of these sectors (for the most
part) are doing very well during this pandemic. Some of
them are expanding dramatically through helping many
other businesses to survive by offering new software
and hardware solutions, as well as delivering a new

On a regular basis provides complex legal support to
foreign companies entering the Russian market:
considerable experience in establishing subsidiaries
and JVs, opening representative offices and
branches.

variety of goods and content to people self-isolating in
their homes.

Has considerable experience in undertaking the legal
due diligence of Russian companies and JVs
(predominantly in construction, investments and
banking sectors).
Participated in a number of high-profile international
commercial arbitration projects of the firm.
Has a wide experience in drafting and negotiating
transborder commercial agreements (including,
without limitation, distribution, supply, loan,
construction, various types of security documents),
constituent documents of legal entities and
shareholders’ agreements.
Author and co-author of various publications
(including publications outside of Russia).

THE FIRM
Established in 1992 in Moscow, YUST is a successful Russian law firm with offices in Moscow
and Saint Petersburg, as well as a chain of reliable partner firms all over Russia, the CIS and
the Baltic states.
YUST professionals provide a full spectrum of legal services and advice to corporate and
private clients, both domestic and foreign. Advising clients on a diverse range of corporate
and contractual legal issues is one of the firm’s core activities. The firm is also quite famous for
its strong litigation team. In addition, YUST has experienced professionals advising on labor,
IP and data protection, real estate and construction, tax, family, antitrust, insolvency, PPP,
international arbitration and other legal issues.
The Legal 500 and Chambers and Partners have been consistently rating YUST as one of the
leading Russian law firms.

Locations: Moscow, Saint Petersburg
Number of partners: 10 in Moscow and 3 in Saint Petersburg
Number of lawyers: 33 in Moscow and 6 in Saint Petersburg
(excluding partners and paralegals)
Number of staff: 40+

VISIT WEBSITE

PRACTICE
AREAS
Infrastructure &
Project Finance

Administrative
Antitrust /Competition

Insolvency & Corporate
Restructuring

Arts
Banking & Finance

Insurance

Commercial Property &
Real Estate

Intellectual Property
Mergers & Acquisitions

Construction
Corporate & Commercial
Dispute Resolution, Litigation
& Arbitration

Privatisation
Regulatory
Sports

Employment

Tax & Customs

Energy & Natural Resources

Telecommunications

Foreign Direct Investment
& International Trade

PPP
Transport

Fraud & White-Collar Crime
Information Technology

RECENT WORK HIGHLIGHTS

Multiple legal due diligence and

Supporting Commerzbank AG

Advising embassies of foreign

transactional projects for the

and its affiliates for more than 11

states in Russia (including South

benefit of one of the largest

years within the framework of a

Korea and Switzerland) on real

communications services provider

huge loan facility transaction with

estate, contractual, employment

in Russia – MTS.

multiple jurisdictions involved.

and litigation matters.
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